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GLOBAL TRAVEL
• 700m cars – car travel predicted to increase

3 fold 1990-2050
• 700m+ international passenger arrivals per

year (25m in 1950)
• 4m air passengers a day
• Travel and tourism largest industry – 11.7%

world GDP
• Half a billion new hotel rooms built each

year
• 31m refugees and 100m migrants at any

one time
• Travel accounts for one third CO2

emissions



UK TRAVEL
• People in UK travelling 5 times as far as in

1950s
• Car travel accounts for 85% of distance

travelled: UK Government Adviser David
Begg: ‘Most car journeys were never made
by public transport. The car’s flexibility has
encouraged additional journeys to be made’

• People spend a bit over an hour a day
travelling – a fairly constant figure

• People make c1000 journeys a year
• Richest quintile travel 3.5 times as far as

poorest quintile



FRENCH TRAVEL
PATTERNS



Source: office of National Statistics

UK HOUSEHOLDS OWNING
VARIOUS GOODS (%)

442718Home
computer

72696866Car

93938876Telephone
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UK CAR AVAILABILITY (%)

949Economically inactive

1239Unskilled manual

2028Semi-skilled manual

4210Skilled manual/own account

2524Junior non-manual

3712Intermediate non-manual

555Employers/managers

487Professional

More
than one

None



TRAVELLED BY AIR IN 2001,
BY AGE (UK)
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SOCIAL NETWORKS AND
TRAVEL (Axhausen)

• The average distances between where people live within
networks have increased in most major European
countries

• This results from motorization, suburbanization, airline
deregulation, ‘internet-ization’ and mobile-ization’; thus
people’s residences and activities are more widely
distributed spatially

• Social networks are less coherent with fewer
overlapping multiple affiliations and when people meet
face-to-face this involves travel across longer distances

• People may have a larger set of active contacts than in
the past – more weak ties - but an increasing time is
spent in sustaining such far-flung contacts

• There is less likelihood of the quick, casual meetings
which occurred when networks overlapped much more



SMALL WORLDS
• Granovetter shows that extensive weak ties of

acquaintanceship and informational flow are particularly
central to successful job searches and to many other
social processes. Such weak ties connect people to the
outside world, providing a bridge other than that provided
by close friends and family.

• Duncan Watts writes: ‘even when two people do not have a
friend in common they are separated by only a short chain
of intermediaries’

• But need to consider ‘meetingness’. David Lodge
describes conferences : ‘you journey to new and
interesting places, meet new and interesting people, and
form new and interesting relationships with them;
exchange gossip and confidences …; eat, drink and make
merry in their company every evening; and yet … return
home with an enhanced seriousness of mind’

• The Henley Centre summarises how we increasingly live in
a ‘connecting economy’; since ‘few of us actually make
anything: we have meetings, we make presentations, we
encourage people’ - ‘our work is based on the influence we
have over our networks’



LEGAL, ECONOMIC AND
FAMILIAL OBLIGATIONS

formal obligations include travel to go to work;
to attend a family event such as wedding,
christening, marriage, funeral, Christmas,
Easter and so on; to meet a legal obligation
by visiting a lawyer or court; to have to visit
a school or hospital or university or public
office; or to attend a job interview. Normally
there are complex inequalities of power
involved with the less powerful being
required to travel at a specific time



THE NETWORKED FAMILY
• Caren Kaplan was ‘born into a culture that took the

national benefits of travel for granted’ as well as
presuming that ‘US citizens [could] travel anywhere they
pleased’

• James Clifford summarises the importance of travel:
‘dispersed peoples, once separated from homelands by
vast oceans and political barriers, increasingly find
themselves in border relations with the old country
thanks to a to-and-fro made possible by modern
technologies of transport, communication, and labour
migration. Airplanes, telephones, tape cassettes,
camcorders, and mobile job markets reduce distances
and facilitate two-way traffic’

• In Trinidad Miller and Slater argue that one can really
only be ‘Trini’ by going abroad, with about 60% of
nuclear families having at least one member living
abroad. But at the same time using the internet is
becoming central to keeping up with far-flung family
networks. The internet ‘has permeated all sectors of
society’ as hot, stylish and fashionable.



SOCIAL OBLIGATIONS
very strong normative expectations of

presence and attention. Such social
obligations involve seeing ‘the other’ ‘face-
to-face’. This mutual presencing enables
each to read what the other is really
thinking, to observe their body language, to
hear ‘first hand’ what they have to say, to
sense directly their overall response.  Such
social obligations to workmates, colleagues,
friends or family are essential for
developing relations of trust that persist
during often lengthy periods of distance
and solitude



OBJECT OBLIGATIONS
obligations include the necessity to be co-

present to sign contracts or to work on or to
see various objects, technologies or written
texts. These all may have a specific physical
location or they can move and in which case
those involved can ‘meet up’ at a neutral
place. A further example is ‘elbow to elbow’
working, facing the same or parallel
computer screens



MEETINGS
• Meetings are complex encounters, ‘ritual affairs,

tribal gatherings in which the faithful reaffirm
solidarity and warring factions engage in verbal
battles … When in doubt call a meeting. When
one meeting isn’t enough, schedule another’
(Boden)

• ‘The drums beat and from far and near the
chosen foregather, face-to-face across the
shiny table’ (Boden)

• Future workplaces: ‘will be highly interactive,
not just with technology, but with people. The
pacing and sequencing of work tasks will
continue to be talk-based’ (Boden)



OBLIGATIONS TO PLACE

to sense a place or a certain kind of place
‘directly’, such as walking within a city,
visiting a specific building, being ‘by the
seaside’, climbing a specific rock face,
viewing that sunset, strolling along a
valley, gambling in a Las Vegas casino
and so on. Such ‘leisure places’ need to
be experienced ‘for oneself’, directly
through a ‘face-to-place’ co-presence with
the body immersed in that ‘other’ place



EVENT OBLIGATIONS
to experience a particular ‘live’ event

programmed to happen at a specific
moment. These include political rallies,
concerts, plays, matches, celebrations, film
premieres, festivals and so on. Such events
in real time generate intense moments of
co-presence. They cannot be ‘missed’ and
they produce enormous movements of
people at very specific moments in order to
‘catch’ that ‘live’ event



JOSEPH ROWNTREE FOUNDATION
POVERTY AND SOCIAL EXCLUSION:

SURVEY OF BRITAIN
There are social customs, obligations and activities that substantial

majorities of the population identify as among the top necessities
of life:

• ‘celebrations on special occasions such as Christmas’ (83%) and
‘attending weddings, funerals’ (80%).

• ‘hobby or leisure activity’ (78%).
• joint activities with friends and within families such as ‘visits to

friends or family’ (84%), especially those in hospital (92%).
• the need to have ‘friends or family round for a meal’ (64%).
But the Report suggests that ‘…almost 14% are too poor to be able

to engage in two or more common social activities considered
necessary: visiting friends and family, attending weddings and
funerals or having celebrations on special occasions.’ Shows
connections of mobility-deprivation and social exclusion



MOBILITY AND THE GOOD
LIFE

• should there be limits on co-presence
• for whom or for which activities
• how to decide on such limits
• what about coerced mobility
• should we be bothered if virtual

communications replace co-present
conversations

• how to ensure sufficient co-presence and
hence travel rather than living ‘on the screen’

• and how much are these notions based on an
updated divide between physical travel and
virtual and imaginative communications



DISSOLVING THE DIVIDE OF
TRAVEL AND COMMUNICATIONS

Twenty first century: the century of inhabited machines
through which humans come to ‘life’. Such machines
only function because they are so inhabited; they are
machines only when one or more humans come to
inhabit them. As mobile phone research shows,
mobile-phones are seen as prosthetic, as physically
co-terminous with the body. Respondents said of their
mobiles: ‘It’s part of me’; ‘I mean I when I lost my
mobile I was like panic stricken’; ‘If we said tomorrow
right, we ‘ll take your mobile phone away from you,
you’d feel like you’d lost your right arm’



INHABITING MACHINES
These inhabited machines are miniaturised,

privatised, digitised and mobilised, and include
walkmans, mobile phones, the individual TV, the
networked computer/internet, the individualised
smart car/bike, virtual reality ‘travel’, tele-
immersion sites, laptops, personal organisers,
wireless connections, helicopters, smart small
aircraft and other micro-mobiles. Such machines
are stylish, small, light and closely interwoven
with the corporeal. Steve Mann’s ‘wearable
computing’ indexes the development of various
prototypes (see www.wearcam.org).

Many such machines dissolve the divide of
physical transport and immobile
communications, developing ubiquitous ambient
screens always flickering as we move


